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Abstract 
Several chemical models for resonance energy of conjugated hydrocarbons are formulated in 
terms of a graph and its acyclic subgraphs. The resonance energy in these models is expressed 
by a truncated cluster expansion in terms of acyclic subgraphs. In order to efficiently perform 
the complete expansion, one needs to know the Miibius function for the pertinent partially 
ordered set. In the present paper a formula for the MGbius function in the poset is derived and 
discussed. 
1. Introduction 
Conjugated hydrocarbons represent a class of organic compounds that has attrac- 
ted the attention of both theoretical and experimental chemists for a long time. For 
example, in the last few years considerable attention has been paid to fullerenes -.- 
spheroidal molecules made up of only carbon atoms [6]. Fullerenes are conjugated 
systems par excellence. The best known among them is buckminsterfullerene, an 
icosahedral C6,, molecule. 
One of the most studied properties of conjugated hydrocarbons is their stability. 
A number of conjugated molecules show unexpected stability, a property not so 
common among the unsaturated hydrocarbons. On the other hand, some hypotheti- 
cal molecules could not be prepared at all or only in rather special conditions, thus 
exhibiting an unusual instability. It became clear that these peculiar properties could 
be ascribed to n-electrons and that conjugated cycles play a significant role, because 
the effects were present almost exclusively in cyclic molecules. Many models were 
developed for the evaluation of the resonance energy (RE), the energy portion arising 
from the interaction of conjugated double bonds. There are no real reference 
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molecules in which this interaction would be absent; hence all the models include 
some hypothetical reference structure which is justified a posteriori. 
Several different models are based on a similar assumption about the reference 
structure and can be unified under the more general concept [S]. This concept, called 
a cluster expansion, represents a powerful technique applicable to a range of physico- 
chemical problems [3-51. Before giving the details, we introduce some symbols and 
definitions. 
2. Cluster expansion 
We use mainly the graph-theoretical concepts and terminology as they are conve- 
nient for structural relations considered here. A molecule is represented by a graph, so 
that its vertices and edges correspond to atoms and bonds, respectively [9]. A molecu- 
lar fragment is depicted by a certain connection subgraph of the molecular graph. The 
subgraph relation is denoted by symbols c and c , as needed. 
In the frame of the cluster expansion concept, a molecular property X(G) is 
formally expanded into a sum of contributions from all molecular fragments G’: 
X(G) = 1 x(G'). (1) 
G'EG 
The sum goes over all connected subgraphs G’, including G. x(G’) can be calculated 
recursively from Eq. (1) if x(G”), G” c G’, are already known, and if X(G’) is 
available. However, the Mobius inversion of Eq. (1) leads to a more practical 
expression [ 111: 
x(G) = c p[G’, G].X(G’), 
G' < G 
(2) 
,u[G’, G] denotes the Mobius function of the interval [G’, G]. An implied partially 
ordered set (poset) contains G and all of its connected subgraphs. The order relation is 
established by the subgraph property: G’ c G if and only if G’ d G. Mobius function 
for this poset is known [3]: 
if there is eEc(G\G’) not incident to G’, 
otherwise, (3) 
s(G\G’) denotes a set of edges in G not included in G’. 
It should be clear that Eq. (1) is of no practical use, since the evaluation of X(G) 
requires x(G) to be known, and vice versa. A practical significance of the cluster 
expansion comes through an approximate expression: 
s(G’) C S 
X(G) z c x(G’) (4) 
G’cG 
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in which the number of terms is reduced by applying a size function s(G’). Only those 
fragments whose s(G’) is smaller than or equal to some chosen S are taken into 
account. Larger fragments are ignored, but nevertheless, if their overall contribution is 
small, a good estimate of X(G) can be obtained. For some recent applications of 
cluster expansion in chemistry see [S] and the references therein. 
3. Resonance energy 
Resonance energy is expressed by the cluster expansion in a specific way. First, the 
total energy of a molecule is written formally as a sum of (connected) fragment 
contributions: 
E(G) = c e(G’). (5) 
G'GG 
Then, the reference energy is defined as the sum of contributions arising only from 
acyclic (connected) fragments Gi,: 
This is motivated by the fact that the resonance effects are regularly small in acyclic 
molecules. Therefore, in the reference “structure” the effect of cycles should be 
somehow suppressed, and Eq. (6) is a way to achieve this. Furthermore, it has been 
shown that by applying various size functions s(G’) and size limitations S, one may 
reproduce several existent topological models for the RE [8]. However, the full 
application of this definition of E,,,(G) has been done only recently [l]. 
The resonance energy is defined simply as: 
RE(G) = E(G) - E,,,(G). (7) 
E,,,(G) can be evaluated by using Eqs. (6) and (2) but there is also possible a more 
elegant way. 
Let us substitute (6) into (7) and rearrange it slightly: 
E(G) = RE(G) + c e(GA,). 
This equation shows that if E(G) would be formally expanded into a sum of 
contributions from G and only its acyclic fragments, then the RE(G) would have 
a meaning of e(G). Therefore, there remains to find e(G) in a partially ordered set 
formed by the graph G and all of its acyclic fragments. 
The Mobius inversion is useful again: 
RE(G) = E(G) + c PCG;,, Gl.E(Cc). (9) 
G& < G 
Our main result is a formula for the Mobius function ,u[GA,, G]. 
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4. The Miibius function 
Theorem. Let P be a poset of a connected cyclic graph G and its acyclic subgraphs G:, . 
The poset is ordered by inclusion: H E G -H < G. Then the Miibius function 
p [Gi,, G] is given by 
P CGAc) G] = - n (1 - di). 
wG\G& 
The product goes over all vertices vi in G which are not contained in GL,, and di denotes 
the number of edges by which vi is linked to vertices in Gl,. 
Proof. We first expand P by adding the empty graph Z as the unique least element: 
2 d H, for all H EP. This is done in order to simply represent all the elements in 
P which are smaller than or equal to any given element. In order to avoid any side 
effect, we take E(Z) = 0, and consequently also e(Z) = 0. The cluster expansion (8) is 
now given in terms of intervals on P: 
EC.& Cl = 1 eC& HI = (e.I)CH, Gl, 
HCG 
(11) 
where [ is the zeta function: [[K, L] = 1 if K < L, otherwise [ [K, L] = 0, e - [ stands 
for the convolution of e and [ [ll]. An interval [K, L] denotes the set {M: 
K d M d L}. By the well-known generalities about incidence algebras of posets [7] 
p[H, G] can be expressed as a recursion: 
PCH, Gl = - 2 PLH,MI. (14 
H<M<G 
Vertices to which H, a subgraph of G, is linked in G are called the attachment 
vertices of H [lo], and denoted as al, a2, . . . , a,. They are not in the subgraph H and 
they are connected with H by dI, d2, . . . , d, edges, respectively, e!j) denotes the ith edge 
which links aj with H. The special cases in which H = Z or a spanning tree of G will be 
separately treated. Until then we assume that neither one is the actual case. 
Consider the subposet R < P which contains H and the subgraphs obtained by 
extension of H onto one or more of its attachment vertices. It should be noted that for 
H’, H” ER, there is no K$R, such that H’ -C K < H”. The subposet R is order 
isomorphic to the Cartesian product (denoted by X) of posets: 
Q=jilQi= i {@,e:“,ey’,..., ejy’>, 
j=l 
(13) 
where ~ denotes an empty set. A bijection between elements of R and Q is provided 
by the edges between H and its attachment vertices. According to the theorem on the 
Miibius function of a product of posets [ll]: 
P CP, 41 = fi Pi [P(i), 4N1, 
i=l 
(14) 
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where p and q are the elements of $9, p(i) and q(i) denote their components in Q, and 11; 
is the Mobius function defined on Qi, whose values are, due to a simple structure of Qi, 
easy to get: ~i[p(i), q(i)] = 1 if p(i) = q(i), and - 1 if q(i) > p(i) [ll]. 
Let o denote the element of Q with o(i) = @, i = 1, . . . . n. By bijection it corres- 
ponds to H in R. Now, the part of the summation from (12) which runs over the 
elements of R can be evaluated: 
2 PCH, M1 = C PIIcO> 41 = C fi PilO q(j)1 
Xftlf WQ qtQi=1 
= i 1 /li[O(i), q(i)] = fi (1 - nj). 
i = 1 y!tQ, i=l 
(1% 
There remains to show that the other part of the summation in (12) amounts to 
zero. In fact, each of the remaining summands, p [H, IV], hil$ R, equals to zero. As 
A4 is acyclic, the subposet [H, A41 contains ull the subgraph between H and M. Eq. (3) 
can therefore be applied. Since M$ R and the considered poset contains only connec- 
ted subgraphs, there must be an edge in M not incident to any vertex in H. By formula 
(3)it follows 11 [H, M] = 0 for M$R. 
Except for the two special cases, the theorem is proved. If H is a spanning tree. T, of 
G, there are no attachment vertices and the interval [T, G] contains only two 
elements: T and G. By recalling ,H [ T, T ] = 1, Eq. (12) gives ,U [ T, G] = - I. Taking 
all dj = 0, as a natural choice when p [T, G] is considered, the formula (10) extends to 
this case as well. When H = 2, the meaning of the attachment vertices and edges 
linking them to H becomes elusive. A separate consideration shows that 
jr[Z, G] = - C, with C being the cyclomatic number of G. To prove it, note that 
/i [Z, H] = - 1 and ,U [Z, H] = 1 when H is a vertex and an edge, respectively. By 
induction on Eq. (12) it follows that for acyclic H with more than one edge 
,U [Z. H] = 0. The summation in Eq. (12) gives then ,U [Z, G] = - M + N - 1 = - C. 
with IPI and N being the number of edges and vertices in G, respectively. 0 
5. Discussion 
The formula (10) for the Mobius function significantly reduces the computation 
needed to evaluate the RE(G). The main problem in application of the described 
concept is a rapidly growing number of fragments which have to be considered by 
Eqs. (5) and (6). Even for molecules of moderate size, this number surpasses any 
reasonable limit [l]. The gain achieved by the formula (10) comes from avoiding the 
computation of e(G’), and from the simple identification of the fragments which do 
not have any effect on RE(G). As formula (10) shows, the fragments which are linked 
to at least one of the attachment vertices by only a single edge will have the Mobius 
function equal to zero, since the corresponding di will be equal to 1. 
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It is interesting to note that identical formulas emerged in the enumeration of 
acyclic walks in graphs [2]. It has been obtained by repeated application of inclu- 
sion-exclusion principle which is not surprising because the inclusion-exclusion 
principle can be regarded as a special case of Mobius inversion [ll]. Let us briefly 
rederive the result from [2] by using the Mobius inversion. 
A walk in a graph G is a sequence of vertices (ul, v2, . . , vl) such that Vj+ i is adjacent 
to uj, 1 <j < L. L is the length of a walk. A trace of the walk is defined as a minimal 
subgraph of G on which the walk may be realized. That is, removal of any vertex or 
edge from the trace disables the given walk. Acyclic walk has an acyclic trace. The 
number of acyclic walks of G, of a given length L, W:;)(G), can be expressed as a sum 
over all acyclic subgraphs, each one contributing the number of walks with the trace 
identical to the subgraph. Let wtL’(G:,) denote the number of walks of the length 
L having Gi, as the trace. Then: 
W:;‘(G) = c wcL’(G;,). 
GA, < G 
(16) 
The Mobius inversion gives 
W::‘(G) = 1 p[G;,, G].w’~‘(G;,). (17) 
G;, c G 
WcL)(Gi,) denotes the total number of walks of length L of GL,, as only acyclic 
walks are possible in acyclic subgraphs. The formula (10) completes the result 
presented in [2]. 
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